Register of Sites that hold a Manufacturer’s “Specials” Authorisation
Updated: 01 November 2019

There are other sites authorised for manufacture of “special” veterinary medicinal products which do not appear on this register. These sites manufacture both human and veterinary “special” medicinal products and the register of these can be found on the GOV.UK website by searching: Human and Veterinary Medicines Register of Licensed Manufacturing Sites 2019
Register of Authorised “Specials” Manufacturing Sites

Authorisation Holder: ManSA3027
BOVA SPECIALS UK LTD
UNIT 7, GORST ROAD, PARK ROYAL, LONDON, NW10 6LA
SITE ID: S0528 BOVA SPECIALS UK LTD
UNIT 7, GORST ROAD, PARK ROYAL, LONDON, NW10 6LA

Authorisation Holder: ManSA3005
CHEMOPET LLP
THE HEATH BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL PARK, RUNCORN, CHESHIRE, WA7 4QX
SITE ID: S0529 CHEMOPET LLP
THE HEATH BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL PARK, RUNCORN, CHESHIRE, WA7 4QX

Authorisation Holder: ManSA 3000
EVC COMPOUNDING LTD
SUITE 1, BIG PICTURE HOUSE, PONTEFRACT ROAD, SNAITH, DN14 0DE
SITE ID: S0563 EVC COMPOUNDING LTD
SUITE 1, BIG PICTURE HOUSE, PONTEFRACT ROAD, SNAITH, DN14 0DE

Authorisation Holder: ManSA1338
NAQUA LTD
UNIT 8, STARBOROUGH FARM, STARBOROUGH ROAD, NR EDENBRIDGE, KENT, TN8 5RB
SITE ID: S0605 NAQUA LTD
LABORATORY E12, GROUND FLOOR, EAST BLOCK, BUILDING 500, DISCOVERY PARK, RAMSGATE ROAD, SANDWICH, KENT, CT13 9ND

Authorisation Holder: ManSA3035
NATIONWIDE LABORATORIES
23 MAINS LANE, POULTON-LE-FYLDE, LANCASHIRE, FY6 7LJ
SITE ID: S0516 NATIONWIDE LABORATORIES
23 MAINS LANE, POULTON-LE-FYLDE, LANCASHIRE, FY6 7LJ

Authorisation Holder: ManSA3001
SUMMIT VETERINARY PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
UNIT 26, CHANCECGATE BUSINESS CENTRE, LANGFORD LANE, KIDLINGTON, OXFORDSHIRE, OX5 1FQ
SITE ID: S0284 SUMMIT VETERINARY PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
UNIT 26, CHANCERYGATE BUSINESS CENTRE, LANGFORD LANE, KIDLINGTON, OXFORDSHIRE, OX5 1FQ

Authorisation Holder: ManSA21734

VETAPHARMA LIMITED
SHERBURN ENTERPRISE PARK, SHERBURN IN ELMET AVIATION WAY, LEEDS, WEST YORKSHIRE, LS25 6NB

SITE ID: S0031 VETAPHARMA LIMITED
SHERBURN ENTERPRISE PARK, SHERBURN IN ELMET AVIATION WAY, LEEDS, WEST YORKSHIRE, LS25 6NB

Authorisation Holder: ManSA3002

VETPLUS LIMITED
ANIMAL HOUSE, BOUNDARY ROAD, LYTHAM ST. ANNES, LANCASHIRE, FY8 5LT

SITE ID: S0040 VETPLUS LIMITED
ANIMAL HOUSE, BOUNDARY ROAD, LYTHAM ST. ANNES, LANCASHIRE, FY8 5LT